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Abstract— Router is an intelligent which is used in abundance 

in networking. The main purpose of router is to route the 

packets from source to destination. Router refers its routing 

table to select the best path to reach its destination. So the 

routing table of router should be populated with routes. 

Router will discard any packet for which the route to reach 

the destination will be missing. This paper presents various 

ways by which we can add route entries in router’s routing 

table. C3725 router has been used for this purpose as it 

supports both serial and Ethernet communication and the 

topology is implemented in GNS3 software. The topology is 

implemented on GNS3 and various protocols are 

implemented on the same topology. Entries of different ways 

to enter routes, are represented by different symbols on the 

router’s route table. The entries are tested with the Ping 

command. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Router is an intelligent device. Router is an intelligent device. 

On receiving a packet on its ports, router will check IP 

address, refer routing table and take forwarding decision. As 

router refers routing table, reads IP addresses, router is a layer 

3 device. 

On receiving a packet on one of its ports, router will 

check layer 3 information (Destination IP address), read 

destination IP address and forward the packet only if it has a 

route to reach the destination network or else the packet will 

be discarded. As router refers routing table, it should be 

populated with entries. We have three ways to populate 

routing table with entries: 

1) Directly connected routes will automatically reflect in 

routers routing table. 

2) Administrator can make static route entries in routers 

routing table. 

3) With the help of dynamic routing protocol, routers can 

learn routes dynamically in their routing table. 

Routers will never forward a broadcast message 

which will arrive on any of its port. Router has been created 

to break the broadcast. Every port of router is a member of 

separate collision domain, similarly every port of router is a 

member of separate broadcast domain. Each port of router 

will manage their own broadcast. 

Router is a layer 3 device. So it automatically does 

layer 2 and layer 1 function. On receiving a frame, router will 

first check destination MAC address and Then destination IP 

address. Layer 1 functions such as boosting, amplification are 

performed by router as well.  

Router will discard the packet, if belongs to the same 

network but will felicitate any packet willing to go to a 

different network since routers route between the networks. 

 
Fig. 1: 

Router consist of two ports: 

1) Access port. 

2) Communication port. 

Access ports are used to physically access cisco routers and 

to configure routers and switches. Console and Aux ports are 

access ports. Access ports are referred to as lines. Console 

and aux port is used for direct access to cisco routers. Console 

and aux works on serial specification (RS232) and hence both 

are capable and can be directly connected to PC using role 

over cable. Aux is provided for remote access. 

Communication ports are the ports used for actual 

communications, data received from one communication port 

is transmitted to another port. Ethernet, Serial, Bri (ISDN), 

etc. are the communication ports, Communication ports are 

referred as Interfaces.  

II. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION & TESTING 

The entire circuit is implemented in GNS3 and different 

entries in routers routing table is checked in the same.  

A. Network Topology 

First move is to create network topology as shown. 

 Download router C3725 iso image. 

 Open GNS3 

 Go to edit, preferences, dynamips, iso image and add 

router image. 

 Create network topology as shown in fig 2. 

 VPC’s ( Virtual PC’s) are available in GNS3. 

 Select two VPC’s. 

 Select on WIC-2T on C3725 for enabling serial link. 

 For Fast Ethernet select NM-1FE-TX in slots. 

 
Fig. 2: Network Topology 
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B. Configuration of Interface 

Go to router’s R1 console and you will enter into privilege 

mode.  

 All configuration is done in Global configuration mode. 

 Press ‘Configure terminal’ to enter into global config. 

Mode. 

 Select any interface which you have used in your router 

and provide ip address as shown in fig 3. 

 For VPC’s, double tap on them and type ip ip-address 

mask gateway as shown in fig 4. IP can be any ip address 

of the subnet along with its mask and gateway used. 

 Gateway is the ip of that port of router which is 

connected to the VPC. 

 
Fig. 3: IP Address Configuration. 

 
Fig. 4: IP on VPC 

C. Directly Connected Routes 

Directly connected appear directly in the routing table. 

 They are represented directly by ‘C’ as shown in fig 5. 

 They appear directly as you connect your router. 

 Directly connected routes are the neighbour or networks 

of different ports of router. 

 
Fig. 5: Directly Connected Routes 

D. Static Route Entries 

Static routes are configured by the administrator. 

 The command used by the administrator or user is ‘Ip 

route ip-address mask hop’ as shown in the fig 6. 

 AD (Administrative distance) of static routes are 1. 

 Less the AD, more the router trust the route. 

 It is represented by ‘S’ 

 Command to see ip routes are ‘do show ip route’ in 

Global config. Mode. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Static Route Entry 

E. Dynamic Protocols 

Routers uses certain protocols to learn routes. 

1) RIP 

Rip has two versions, Rip version 1 and Rip version 2. 

 RIP version 1 is a classful routing protocol which means 

mask is not shown in the routing table, so router accept 

default mask. 

 RIP version 2 is a classless routing protocol which means 

mask is shown in the routing table. 

 Rip is a distance vector protocol. 

 RIP AD value is 120. 

 Metric value for RIP is HOP count. 

 Router with RIP protocol configured will select the path 

with less hops.  

 Commands for configuring RIP is shown in fig 7& 8. 

 Router 1 is used for displaying configuration, same thing 

is done in all routers with their respective networks. 

 
Fig. 7: RIP Routing Protocol 

 Testing is done with the help of ping command. 

 We pinged 60.0.0.2 from router 1. 

 To remove any command just add ‘no’ before the same. 

 RIP entries are seen with ‘R’  

 
Fig. 8: Ping with RIP 

2) EIGRP 

Enhanced interior gateway routing protocol. 

 It is a classless routing protocol. 

 The metric value is cost, more the bandwidth less the cost 

and better the path. 

 So a path with less cost or more bandwidth is the best 

path for a router configured with EIGRP. 

 Best path selection algorithm is Dual diffusion. 
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 EIGRP is hybrid of distance vector and link state routing 

protocols. 

 To define EIGRP network, we need AS (Autonomous 

System). 

 To communicate, all router should be in same 

autonomous system. 

 Two routers with different AS can’t communicate by 

default. 

 Configuring EIGRP is shown in Fig 9 & 10. 

 EIGRP internal entries (same AS) are seen with ‘D’ 

 AD value of internal EIGRP is 90. 

 
Fig. 9: Configuration of EIGRP 

 
Fig. 10: Ping with EIGRP 

From R1 router, we pinged 60.0.0.1 and result is shown in fig 

10. 

3) OSPF 

Open shortest path first (OSPF). 

 It is a classless routing protocol. 

 The metric value is cost, more the bandwidth less the cost 

and better the path. 

 So a path with less cost or more bandwidth is the best 

path for a router configured with OSPF. 

 Best path selection algorithm is Dijikstra. 

 All router are notified with a process-ID. It may be same 

or different doesn’t matter. 

 All router are denoted by their respective area’s. 

 To communicate all router should be in same area by 

default. 

 AD value of internal OSPF is 110. 

 OSPF entries are shown by ‘O’ in routers routing table. 

 Configuration of OSPF and testing with the ping 

command is shown in Fig 11,12 & 13. 

 Router R4 is used to display the configuration. 

 Same thing with their respective networks should be 

done in all the routers. 

 From R4, we pinged 60.0.0.2 and results are shown in 

Fig 13. 

 
Fig. 11: OSPF Configuration 

 
Fig. 12: Routing Table Entry 

 
Fig. 13: Ping with OSPF 

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 Thus we have configured all the ways to enter route 

entries in router’s routing table. 

 We have seen direct, static and dynamic protocols ways 

to enter route entries. 

 Results for the same are shown in the figures above. 

 Router select any path with AD value. 

 Less AD value, more trustable the path is for the router. 
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